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PUBLIC GOLF COURSES ...

IS ANYBODY LISTENING OUT THERE?
Since the launch of the Asia
Pacific Golf Summit back in 2007,
there has been a lot of talk about
the need and urgency for the
development of public golf courses
in the region. Discussions on this
topic have run the full gambit with
golf course architects, builders,
equipment manufacturers and
a host of other stake-holders
weighing in frenetically, offering
their thoughts and justifications on
why golf is in dire need of public
courses in Asia.

prove to be too much of an ask.
However, in the broader scheme
of things, we believe that as the
people who own and operate golf
courses, they should be drawn into
the struggle to start a new wave
towards the development of golf
courses for the public.

However, one very important
group has been extremely quiet
and literally uninvolved. Who you
may wonder is this group? Well, to
put it bluntly, the “wall of silence”
has been erected by golf course
developers, owners and operators.
We think that their silence can be
explained especially when viewed
against the huge investments
many of them have made or are
in the process of making in golf
courses. These are people who
are businessmen and like all
businessmen, their primary focus is
on bottom-line profitability.

Rather than languishing in the
purgatory of golf, these clubs
can revitalise themselves by
transforming their operations to
cater to the needs of the general
public.

To get these people to throw open
their golf courses to public use may

Mike Sebastian

Many of the golf courses in the
region can do with a much-needed
shot-in-the-arm to get their
revenue engines kick-started and
revving towards profitability.

Asia is in an urgent need for
public golf courses – facilities
where anyone can just walk up,
pay a nominal fee and get out to
play golf. Note that our call is for
PUBLIC GOLF COURSES and not
PUBLIC ACCESS GOLF COURSES.
There is a radical difference
between the two. A public golf
course is designed to make the
game of golf accessible, playable

and affordable to the masses.
A public access golf course is
made up of all those private
and proprietary clubs who are
prepared to throw open their
fairways in return for hefty green
fees which sometimes can get up
to as much as US$200 depending
on the club and location. Asia does
not need this type of public access
to the game of golf. This is fine for
tourists!
If the continent is to grow the
game and lead the moribund
industry to new frontiers of
growth, all stake-holders have to
come together (and this includes
governments), and embark on a
long-term strategy to build public
golf courses throughout Asia.
The time to get cracking on this
has never been better given the
fact that golf is now part of the
Olympic Games and this is a sport
where Asians have the right mix of
talent and drive to golf for gold!
We hope that 2011 will herald the
start of a conscious campaign to
make public golf a reality in Asia.
This is long overdue. We need
action and not talk!
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GOLF DEVELOPMENT

“If the people are in want,
their prince cannot enjoy
plenty alone." – Analects of Confucius, 500 BC

The Peopl
But there is something missing ...

Since the early 1980s the interest in the game of golf
throughout Asia has surged as the entire region has
concurrently leapt forward in its massive modernization.
For those who have observed this revolution of progress
first hand, it has been breathtaking and mind-boggling.
From Japan to Singapore, from Korea to China, and from
Southeast Asia to India, the development of modernized
Asia has been at a scope and speed never before seen in
human history.
And finally it seems that engagement with the occidental
cultures is equalizing and mutually beneficial. Assuming
its rightful place in the world, Asia’s advance has been
admirable and truly logarithmic! Yet remaining untapped
is the potential for growth in Asia for the game of golf – but
so too is the potential for competition for golf from other
leisure/sports recreations.
Asians are not only taking up golf, Asians are also
flocking to scuba diving, snow skiing and other competing
recreation markets once dominated by the west. Golf must
develop competitive advantages to grow its participation.

le's Game
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Just as the game initially migrated similarly to other parts of the world
via expatriates and the wealthy, the game’s profuse entry into Asia
has initially and completely developed thus far as an elite recreation
designed only for the Asian wealthy, expatriates and the powerful. In
Asia the game has yet to gain any of the popular access established
by its Scottish origins as The People’s Game. In this need for common
people to take up the people’s game of golf, there is both an absolutely
critical need and an abundant opportunity to popularize it further. It
is, in fact, contrary to reality to see this great, socially-equalizing game
that originated for all of Scotland’s people, to continue to develop in
Asia as an elite pursuit in nations claiming to be democratic or even
in those states having socialistic foundations. It should be readily seen
that there is a need for public access to golf and that such will cement
the foundations of the golf market’s growth for everyone’s benefit for
at least the next fifty years. If the people are in want of access to golf, then
golf is not widely enjoyed.
In order for the game of golf to set deeper roots in such a manner that
its future growth and full potential is assured, golf in Asia must expand
into the public sector and common people must gain ready access to
proper and playable golf course facilities. Golf must become popular
with the populous -- and it needs to do so very quickly. Now is the
time and the opportunity is fleeting. We need to realistically note that
golf does have competition.
In the world today there are approximately 32,000 golf course facilities
ranging from 9-hole courses to multiple 18-hole facilities. Let’s take a
closer look.

Over half of the planet’s golf courses are found in the United States,
which boasts approximately 16,900 golf course facilities. Canada also
has an important number of courses making the North American
region a dominant force for golf. Of these golf course facilities in the
US approximately 7,950 are public (including municipal courses), 990 are
resorts, 197 are military courses, 3,500 are semi-private and only 4,250
are private courses.
Australia has slightly over 1,500 course and about 85% of those
are public. Australia wisely established tax incentives years ago to
encourage public access golf courses.
In the British Isles and Ireland there are also abundant public courses –
including the original golf course of all – the links at St. Andrews, albeit a
municipal golf course facility!
In Japan there are about 2,400 golf course facilities and very few were
actually built as public courses. However, in the post-bubble economy,
many courses have been forced to open to the public over the past ten
years. Today foreign, private equity companies now own or control over
11% of Japan’s golf courses and these companies have forced them open
to the public, in many cases at prohibitively high fees for most Japanese
people.
Throughout the rest of Asia there are currently less than 1,000 courses
and, while the numbers are still growing strongly, of these there exist
a mere handful of public access golf courses of which all are very
expensive to play -- once again effectively removing ready access to golf

“Opportunities multiply as they are seized.”
				

– Sun Tzu, Honorable Chinese General, The Art of War

"In all of this, golf course development has been typically ‘face driven’ and the bigger the designer’s
name, and the cost, the greater the face to be gained – all done in the hope that becoming a member
of such a private, exclusive golf course club also brings much face for limited Asians willing to pay
huge sums for this. It is most definitely a top-down effort resulting in zero access for the common
people – a result not so desirable for the game."

courses for most people in Asia.
There is a rightful place in golf and society for golf courses that are
extremely exclusive, but there is also a very much larger place for golf
courses that cater to working people too. Most fundamentally from a
golf business perspective, it is better to earn 100 RMB from 10,000,000
people than to gain 10,000 RMB from 1,000 people!
Sadly, the model for golf course development in Asia to date has been
one of a very wealthy individual or group retaining a very expensive
and famous designer (even lower tier designers are still out of reach
for most) and then paying enormous amounts for land, construction
and development. Thereafter operational management
struggles greatly – primarily due to a lack of adequate
experience-oriented training of management (a short
term problem) and the overwhelming burden of trying to
amortize the very high start-up costs against generation
of operating revenues (a long term problem). Another
one of the greatest capital (and political) cost challenges
in building new golf courses in the Asian nations is that
of land acquisition – and most usually we see powerful
or wealthy entities overwhelming locals in complex
transactions to influentially establish property rights for
development.

hope that becoming a member of such a private, exclusive golf course
club also brings much face for limited Asians willing to pay huge sums
for this. It is most definitely a top-down effort resulting in zero access
for the common people – a result not so desirable for the game.

A FLEETING MOMENT OF OPPORTUNITY
With the advent of the game’s return to the Olympic Games in Rio as
of 2016, therein lies a catalytic moment of opportunity that must be
seized upon – and Asia, from China to Vietnam and from Korea to India,
is primed for the potential development of new public assess golf courses.

In all of this, golf course development has been typically
‘face driven’ and the bigger the designer’s name, and the
cost, the greater the face to be gained – all done in the
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However, such new courses cannot simply be built via the current
modus operandi that ignores the large populations of these countries –
and if public access golf does not soon begin in earnest, the engine of
golf’s growth will surely falter and sputter out in Asia. The excitement
of golf’s return to the Olympic stage won’t last forever – we must seize
upon the opportunity now in order to build more opportunity in the
future!
I pose the question: What if an effort was made to place public golf
courses into the hands of local people via their local governments with
the support of national governments and the golf industry? What if the
industry and government could create a rational scheme for a bottomup development by local authorities to start a massive effort to build
municipal courses? A golf course owned by the people and for the
people is, after all, the original foundation of the game of golf. Essentially,
it would take golf back to its original (more democratic) model as it
still exists at St. Andrews and create municipal (local authority) owned
facilities. And this could also fit well into national efforts to boost local
tourism and trade.
In the US alone there are over 2,390 courses that are owned by local
communit municipal governments, while the concept of a municipal
golf course owned by the citizens via their local, elected government is
completely absent in Asia. This is a significant difference for Asia from all
the rest of the golfing world. A not so insignificant responsibility for this
sad situation can be credited to westerners who have, thus far, failed to
pass along the successful model for stimulating public golf development
in order to popularize the golf market’s reach.
What is fervently needed in Asia is for golf to urgently become
accessible to the public – and the overall demographics of such an
untapped potential Asian market are simply staggering, as most anyone
familiar with Asia well knows. At the moment there is a near gold rush
mentality driving commercial interests from America and Europe into
Asia in search of a fresh golf market, but in Asia participation in playing
golf remains an elitist, highly-limited demographic market. So what can
be done to most rapidly kick-start public golf in the Asian region?

“To obtain the best possible results
at a minimum of cost is the guiding
principle of golf course construction.”
– Dr. Alister MacKenzie, the father of modern golf course design.
Dr. Alister MacKenzie’s pronouncements are fundamental not only
to the construction of a golf course, but also to its operating costs
into perpetuity. If much of the upfront land acquisition, design and
construction costs could be eliminated or significantly reduced, then
it becomes feasible for the possibility of a ‘municipal golf course’ to be
economically conceived and to flourish in Asia – of which none exist
at the moment. To accomplish this,some new thinking is required
and there are many successful examples to turn to in the occidental
countries from Europe, Oceana and North America.

One more recent and notable example of a fresh municipal approach
is the famed Harding Park Golf Course that is one of six golf courses
owned by the City and County of San Francisco, California. In 2001 the
PGA Tour collaborated with the County and City of San Francisco to
redesign and renovate Harding Park Golf Course. This was attractive
to the City because the PGA Tour offered to provide its design division
services pro bono – at no cost! It was also attractive, because the
credibility of the PGA Tour (its brand recognition) was an overwhelming
factor in the market place. In a western sense ‘face’ is also important
and we partially call it branding. Most everyone would agree that this
arrangement with the PGA Tour brand was significant for the Pacific
Rim city of San Francisco and that the project, for the most part, was an
overwhelming success.
My personal disappointment in San Francisco was that the approach was
not carried further forward – certainly with Sharp Park Golf Course (an
original Alister McKenzie design) or with other municipalities around
the USA. It is important to point out that the typical municipal golf

"In the US alone there are over 2,390 courses that are owned by local communit
municipal governments, while the concept of a municipal golf course owned by the
citizens via their local, elected government is completely absent in Asia."

"It is important to point out that the typical
municipal golf course business model provides
a green fee structure that is tiered to provide
local citizens very low and attractive fees,
while have higher rates for non-local citizens
or tourists."

course business model provides a green fee structure that is tiered to
provide local citizens very low and attractive fees, while have higher
rates for non-local citizens or tourists. At Harding Park I fought to
establish a three (3) tier fee structure. The City of San Francisco
residents pay a very low green fee, people from the immediate
surrounding Bay Area pay a higher green fee, and those tourists from New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles or Asia pay an extremely high green fee. This is
how successful municipal courses use outsider fees to supplement local
resident fees – or generate funds for the local government.
Torrey Pines Golf Course, owned by the City of San Diego, California is
another successful example of a municipal course that has developed an
international reputation that provides it with premier marketability with
a very long reach. And there are hundreds more examples of successful
municipal courses that are very profitable for their local communities.
Of course, public golf in North America (unlike with golf thus far in
Asia) is already significantly established, healthy and it composes around
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"If great nations such as China and India
established municipal owned facilities in key,
large and small urban areas there should be
no doubt that local authorities would generate
substantial non-appropriated revenue funds for
serving the public good – and assurances of
proper accounting would be requisite."
70% of all golf facilities in this region of the world. Municipal golf well
cements access for the people to the game of golf.

WHERE WILL THE GREATEST GOLFERS COME FROM?
If great nations such as China and India established municipal owned
facilities in key, large and small urban areas there should be no doubt
that local authorities would generate substantial non-appropriated
revenue funds for serving the public good – and assurances of proper
accounting would be requisite. It is not so different than what Dr.
MacKenzie, Charles Blair Macdonald and others wrote to us nearly 100
years ago as golf migrated far from the islands of its origins. All the

great, master designers of golf’s early age designed and built municipal
golf courses at reasonable prices and it is time for us to learn from their
example to gain the same public expansion for the game.
And let’s also take a close look at the examples of rising Asian stars
now ascending on all the professional tours and amateur rankings of
the world. Most of these champion golfers are not from elite, wealthy
families, but rather are of the regular people of Asia and a significant
number come from poor families. Just think for a moment, considering
the looming 2016 Olympic Summer Games at hand, how many legions
of potential champions are laying dormant in Asia with no access to
a golf course? How untapped is the massive demographics with the
certainty of its massive market?

Summarily, unless the game of golf quickly grows in Asia in a manner that provides substantial and
affordable public access, the growth of the game will surely falter and golf will be forever damned to
stagnation as an elitist activity throughout Asia. This elitism is the very same label that the game has been
trying to shed in occidental societies for the last eighty years. Elitism golf was tried and a failure well
proven in Japan, as the nation could not sustain its predominantly exclusive, private golf courses – even
with an astronomically pent-up demand in its golfer market (which even yet remains pent-up today).

DOWNLOAD PDF
THE PLAN TO BETTER
GROW THE GAME

Some ‘golf businesses’ now prowling amongst the growing Asian tigers are short term and unsophisticated in their for-profit thinking. It is
necessary for those who are dedicated to the game and whose livelihoods have been provided by golf to give back to the game intelligently
in order to perpetuate its healthy sustainability. This is going to take organization and cooperation amongst all with the support of Asian
local and national governments. Profit motive is a good thing and should surely be praised and respected. However, when profit comes
at the expense of ignoring the public who wish to play golf, then it becomes no longer a legitimate motive and rather only sinks to greed.
Asia needs win-win support now to grow golf in a successful manner that will become trans-generational. Those of us, both companies and
individuals, who build-up the needed solid relationships today will come to see and understand how relationships in Asia will transcend to
generations and legions of new, Asian golfers.

Municipal golf courses can be a win-win model in Asia to assure that the great game of golf will grow and remain as The People’s Game!
JAMES GRAHAM PRUSA
Chief Agronomist

E: jgp@alumni-gsb.standford.edu

